ATM & POS (Point of Sale) Connectivity for Developed Markets
The terrestrial network currently covers only 10% of the world, we at hiSky give the solution and
communication coverage for the remaining 90% of the world, by that answering the increasing demand for
communication and IoT-data transmission from any part of the world.
hiSky’s Smartellite™ terminals can connect to any management system like fleet management, ATMs, POS,
sensors software, e-log system for fisheries etc. the connection is simple and seamless for the end-user
while the operating company can monitor and command all its end-point/terminal with hiSky’s unique
network management system (NMS) enables an impact analysis of ongoing operations and planned
maintenance.

Developing markets Challenges

hiSky’s Smartellite™ terminals are answering the need for banking solutions for the population in rural areas
with unserved/underserved communication infrastructures. hiSky’s satellite distributed dedicated narrow
Ka-band communication giving the banking systems the ability to serve remote clients in securely 24/7 end
to end connection while connecting with the financial institution and the billing / ATM global servers.

Main Features

Reliable & secured IP connectivity

Ruggedize static terminal

24/7 connection without the dependence on
terrestrial infrastructures

Small form factor, low profile terminal box

Worldwide connectivity via cost-effective
Ka-Band GEO satellite constellation
Bandwidth distribution efficiency - TDMA
mode
Minimal connection delays

Easy installation, mount and point
All inside – Innovative modem, a digital card,
and Patch Antennas

Smartellite™ Static

A small form-factor box that connects the subscriber’s smartphone / POS / ATM�
with the satellite network using a standard PoE (Power over Ethernet) and WiFi
connection. The Smartellite Static includes an innovative Modem and Patch
Antennas for communication with the satellite.
Terminal band

Ku band *

Data Rates GEO

Upto 400Kbps

Ka band

4Kbps-30Kbps

Transmit Antenna Frequency Range

13.75~14.5GHz

27.5GHz to 30Ghz

Receive Antenna Frequency Range

10.7~12.2GHz

17.7Ghz to 20.2Ghz

*Under development
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